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Abstract
In order to deal with the development of markets that become more dynamic and divers,
organizations need to make a trade-off between exploration and exploitation activities. This
trade-off is referred to as ambidexterity and is here approached from an organizational
context. This study aids in giving footholds when implementing ambidexterity by creating
clarity in the terms used in ambidexterity literature and establishing traits that enable the
trade-off. Adjacent organizational theories are presented that give ambidexterity traits more
context and meaning. The relation of these findings are depicted in a framework which is
implemented in a Toyota case. Organizational activities found in Toyota literature are linked
to the ambidexterity traits and theories found. This results in the insight that ambidexterity
traits are reflected to a moderate to high extent in theory and practice.
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I Introduction
According to Haanaes et al. (2018) there are very few companies who are experts in both
innovation and efficiency at the same time. Innovation stands for exploration and growth, and
by efficiency is meant exploitation and profitability. The ability to actively incorporate both
exploration (innovation) and exploitation (efficiency) in business activities at the same time,
and to excel in these, is referred to as ambidexterity (Haanaes et al. 2018). In the research of
Haanaes et al. (2018), only 2% of the participating companies implemented these activities.
Reasons for this could be that exploration and exploitation are contradictory and that corporate
policy has a hard time to address both matters at the same time.
Among the 2% belong Amazon, Zara and Toyota. Toyota is chosen in this study since they
are always trying to improve their manufacturing system, develop new products and new ways
of using materials. They proved that innovation and efficiency can go hand in hand. Toyota
made gradual improvements in quality and manufacturing, but is also focussed on the big
picture and had many innovative breakthroughs that shaped the industry. This results in worldwide known hybrid and electric cars like the Prius and Lexus. On the other hand, the Toyota
Production System is legendary. Due to efficient manufacturing practices and their influence
on lean manufacturing, this production system has become the gold standard (Osono et al.
2008). By lean manufacturing within Toyota, the focus on improving the smoothness of work
through the system and eliminating unevenness along the way, without losing productivity, is
meant (Liker et al. 2008).
In the article by Haanaes et al. (2018), Toyota was being assessed at strategic management
level, and ambidexterity was found there. But how does ambidexterity take shape in the entire
business? Is a company also ambidextrous if it encourages exploration in one division and
exploitation in another? And how or in what way could a company implement exploration and
exploitation simultaneously? Schroeder et al. (2002) put this in an internal-external learning
framework where manufacturing capabilities were enhanced by the benefits of a knowledgebased view. Internal learning stands for exploitation, the development of organizational abilities
and external learning represents the search for adequate processes, also exploration.
Aoki & Wilhelm (2017) studied the relation between a buying firm and its suppliers and how
exploration and exploitation can take place at the same time. By a buying firm, the purchaser
of the materials is meant. They took the case of Toyota (in Japan) because it systematically
uses paradoxes in its practices and strategies and provides therefore valuable empirical
context (Osono et al. 2008). That is also why Haanaes et al. (2018) found ambidexterity within
Toyota and included Toyota in the 2%.
According to Reeves et al. (2013) there are four approaches to implementing ambidexterity in
an increasingly diverse and dynamic business environment. The suitability of these
approaches depends on the level of diversity and dynamism of the company’s environment.
The four approaches that achieve ambidexterity are separation, switching, self-organizing and
external ecosystem. When a company faces an environment which is relatively stable but
diverse, separation is the simplest and most common approach to mastering ambidexterity.
An organization needs to structurally separate business units and approach them with either
exploration or exploitation, whatever suits best. A core business could need efficiency and an
emerging business might require a more innovative and flexible oncoming. This answers a
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previous question. A company can be ambidextrous when it splits exploration and exploitation
and chooses per business unit which approach fits. This approach however demands for
interaction between units and a good functioning organizational context. This will be further
investigated later on.
Another strategy could be switching. This implies that a company first engages in an
exploratory way of executing its business activities because it needs a new product, service or
technology. In order to scale up this new idea and to keep a sustainable profit, efficiency is
needed, so the strategy will change over time.
The self-organizing approach is implemented when the switching process in a top-down
manner becomes very complex and therefore infeasible. So a company needs to use multiple
styles at the same time and these styles are changing over time. This strategy is self-organizing
because small teams or even individuals can choose for an explorative or exploitation style
and switch over time. Companies can achieve this system by splitting the firm into smaller units
and setting up contracts that are individualized and performance orientated. The management
styles between units are then negotiated with peers.
The fourth approach, the external ecosystem approach, is the most complicated. Here an
ecosystem of external parties is created in order to source the required strategy styles. The
environment is highly dynamic so rapid adaptation is needed.
Given the findings of Reeves et al. (2013), it is necessary for companies to analyse their
environment to know which approach they need to choose. According to the article by Haanaes
et al. (2018) these approaches cannot be mixed or thrive next to each other. But if a business
is divided into business units, as described in the switching approach, a different context might
be existing for the different units. This context is based on the described level of diversity and
dynamism of the company’s environment and theoretically could be different. In literature there
is a framework missing which gives a clear overview of ambidexterity traits and connects
known organizational theory to them. This gives a foothold in analysing companies and their
level of ambidexterity. This article aims to fill that knowledge gap. Because the article from
Haanaes et al. (2018) does not elaborate on this. What are the characteristics of the market
Toyota is in, and does their approach to ambidexterity meet this type of environment? Answers
to these questions will be presented in the Toyota case.
Asides from implementing both exploration and exploitation activities, Haanaes et al. (2018)
also found three other traits that 2% companies share that excel in profitability and growth
compared to their peers. Profitability and growth can be seen as exploitation and exploration
and this thesis therefore sees implementing exploration and exploitation activities not as a trait,
but as a part of ambidexterity, the end goal. The other traits mentioned by Haanaes et al.
(2018) are first of all that companies retain an ‘outside in’ focus, even when they are getting
successful. Due to success, companies can stop looking at the world around them, and miss
key market changes. Also known as the trap off success (Haanaes and Reeves, 2016). The
second trait is about embracing necessary disruptions. This means that they let go an old
process (completely), in order to excel in a new market or strategy. Which gives them a head
start compared to competitors. The third and final trait covers the fact that these successful
companies have a clear model for renewal. These models help to implement both short- and
long-term goals and the balance between them.
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These traits should be further looked into because ambidexterity is a very complex concept,
yet a lot of companies are trying to implement exploration and exploitation simultaneously, but
are apparently not successful according to the research of Haanaes et al. (2018). Are there
any theories and concepts around these traits? To what extent can these theoretical concepts
aid in assessing the ambidexterity of companies or help to improve the level of ambidexterity
in companies? Companies can be ambidextrous if they attribute exploration to one division
and exploitation to another. What does the literature say about Toyota for that matter? A
framework that answers these questions would be helpful. The study of Haanaes et al. only
looked at strategic management, so in the Toyota case other levels of management will also
be examined. And recommendations for achieving implementation of organizational
ambidexterity will be constructed since 98% of the companies is unsuccessful for that matter.
The choice for Toyota as case study has multiple reasons. The main reason is that Haanaes
et al. (2018) found that only 2% of the companies studied, was considered ambidextrous and
Toyota was amongst them. Toyota gained this status through an ongoing quest of developing
new products, improving the lean manufacturing system and finding new ways of using
materials (Ichijo and Kohlbacher, 2008). Other reasons for the choice of this particular case is
that this company has shown that breakthrough innovation, industry shaping and measured
improvements in manufacturing and quality can go together (Haanaes et al., 2018).
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II Objective
The field that will be researched are the traits of ambidextrous companies and the theories
around them. These found theories and models will be used to find out how Toyota
implements these traits. The goal of this thesis is to construct a framework around the
ambidextrous traits that goes beyond the strategic level to help understand and visualize the
concept on the other levels in organizations and to find out to what extent they are reflected
in theory and practice. This study also tries to create clarity in ambidexterity terminology. The
framework aids in assessing and improving ambidexterity within companies and
organizations. The framework will be tested and used in a Toyota case. This case is built
upon knowledge found in literature.

III Research Question
To what extent are the traits that go beyond the strategic level and are associated with
ambidextrous companies, covered by theory and reflected in practice?
● Besides the traits found by Haanaes et al.(2018), what other traits are found within
ambidextrous companies?
● To what extent can these traits be contextualized up by adjacent theoretical concepts?
● How does a comprehensive theoretical framework look like?
● A Toyota case; to what extent is it possible to recognize these concepts within Toyota?

IV Methods
This thesis is composed by a literature study and a case study. First a literature study will help
find more traits that define ambidextrous companies. Then theoretical concepts will be
analysed from literature in the field of organizational studies that give new and existing traits
more meaning on other levels than the strategic level. These findings will help find the answers
to the first two sub-questions.
After the study of literature, the information found will be converted into a framework. This
framework will display the findings logically, will help to asses ambidexterity within companies
and organizations, will give a clear view of the theoretical concepts in this field and their
correlation to ambidexterity traits.
The framework for understanding the relationship between organizational ambidexterity traits
and their adjacent theories that is constructed is going to be used to study a case. The value
of this case lies in reflecting the framework in practice and making the theories and traits more
tangible. Although the traits are closer related to ambidexterity then their adjacent theories, the
starting point of this case are the organizational theories, this is due to the high level of
abstractness of the ambidexterity traits, which are thus hard to recognize. Therefore will the
theories found, aid in assessing presence of the traits in practice. It also aids in answering the
research question thus helps in finding out to what extent the traits and theories around
ambidexterity are covered by theory and reflected in practice. Although this case will be
composed out of literature concerning Toyota, it is still considered as a practical application of
the framework. The case will consist of a compound of findings from articles that show and
explain the presence of ambidexterity traits and theories within Toyota.
7

1. Traits of Ambidextrous Organizations
This chapter first explains the two types of organizational ambidexterity, and the four
implementation approaches that are linked to these. A framework of the concepts above will
be presented. This framework helps in understanding the terminology from different
backgrounds and studies. The definition of ambidexterity that is used in this study is stated.
Finally ambidexterity traits found in different scholars will be presented and merged when
necessary.

1.1 Interpretation of organizational ambidexterity
Before the traits of ambidexterity will be further looked into, it is necessary to elaborate more
on ambidexterity and explain how the term will be used in this article. Ambidexterity can be
interpreted in several ways but is here studied from an organizational perspective. The first
study that used the term organizational ambidexterity was executed by Duncan (1976) and
applied to managerial contradictions, but it is the article by March (1991) that has been cited
frequently and that raised the interest in the concept for organizational research. Reasons for
this are that management theories used to claim that exploration and exploitation did not go
together and where impossible to implement simultaneously. Until March (1991), management
studies presented organizational phenomena on with contrasting theories (Raisch and
Birkinshaw 2008). According to March (1991), firms divide their resources and attention
between two fundamentally different learning activities; exploration and exploitation.
Exploration is associated with activities such as experimentation, discovery, adaptability,
knowledge creation, analysis of future opportunities, flexibility and variation. Exploitation refers
to refinement, efficiency, selection, alignment and implementation operations. These activities
differ significantly from each other, and may therefore require different strategies, structures
and contexts within organizations. In strategic management the trade-off is constitutionalized
as alignment versus adaptability; and in operations management as flexibility versus efficiency
(Nieto-Rodriguez 2014). Different studies point out that there is a trade-off between exploiting
existing competencies and exploring new ones where after the organization is aligned in that
direction (Raisch and Birkinshaw 2008).
1.1.1 Structural Ambidexterity
Within ambidexterity, there are several types of implementation. Birkinshaw and Gibson (2004)
come to two models. In the first model, structural ambidexterity, the organization is divided into
parts. These different parts and structures are linked to different kind of activities. So one unit
of the organization is focussing on exploration and adaptation, and another part on exploitation
and alignment, employees have clear instructions and are rewarded accordingly. This
approach was especially popular in the 90’s of the previous century, researchers argued that
an ambidextrous orientation requires structural separation (Raisch and Birkinshaw 2008,
Tushman and O’Reilly 1996).
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Earlier, the article from Reeves et al. (2013) about
ambidexterity implementation approaches was
addressed. According to them, the way ambidexterity
should be implemented depends on two aspects of
the company’s environment; diversity and dynamism.
They found four approaches, and there is overlap with
the structural and contextual model from Gibson and
Birkinshaw. The separation approaches matches the
structural ambidexterity because an organization
needs to structurally separate business units and
approach them with either exploration or exploitation,
whatever suits best. When a company faces an environment which is
relatively stable but diverse, separation is the simplest and most
common approach to mastering ambidexterity. A core business could
need efficiency and an emerging business might require a more
innovative and flexible approach.

Figure 1.1
Four Approaches
to Ambidexterity
By Reeves et al. (2013)

The second approach that fits structural ambidexterity introduced by Reeves et al. (2013) is
switching. Switching implies that a company first engages in an exploratory way of executing
its business activities because it needs a new product, service or technology. In order to scale
up this new idea and to keep a sustainable profit, efficiency is needed, so the strategy will
change over time. The structural ambidexterity model entails a level of the switching approach,
because when an organization is divided into units with different needs, these needs may
change overtime. A project could mainly consist of explorative activities at first, but might switch
to more exploitative operations later on. However, if an organization as a whole switches from
exploitation to exploration activities and vice versa, it is not considered here as ambidexterity.
Because the essence of finding a balance is not present.
1.1.2 Contextual Ambidexterity
The other form of ambidexterity is using behavioural and social means to execute explorative
and exploitative actions. This so-called contextual ambidexterity takes a mid-level position
between exploration and exploitation. Gibson and Birkinshaw (2004) suggest that
ambidexterity can take place within a particular business unit, through balance in the
development of a supportive organizational context. This means that exploration and
exploitation activities should be supported within the organizational unit, and that this balance
should be supported by the rest of the organization. The individual is more emphasized in this
model, and the choice they make between exploratory and exploitative activities in their daily
work. It is important that the organizational context is more flexible, and that employees are
more free to rely on their own instinct and judgement, instead of following clear instructions.
Approaches from Reeves et al. (2013) that overlap with contextual ambidexterity are selforganizing and external ecosystem. The first approach is all about stimulating individuals to
choose the appropriate style of carrying out work activities. This approach is implemented
when the switching process between exploration and exploitation in a top-down manner
becomes very complex and therefore infeasible. So a company needs to use multiple styles at
the same time and these styles are changing over time. This strategy is self-organizing
because small teams or even individuals can choose for an explorative of exploitation style
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and switch over time. Companies can achieve this system by splitting the firm into smaller units
and setting up contracts that are individualized and performance orientated. The management
styles between units are then negotiated with peers.
The second approach, the external ecosystem approach, is the most complicated. Here an
ecosystem of external parties is created in order to outsource the required strategy styles. The
industry is highly dynamic so rapid adaptation is needed. Although the external ecosystem
approach emphasizes on facilitating ambidexterity with help from external parties, instead of a
property that companies facilitate themselves, this angle is included in this study because it
provides a solution for the complex and divers world companies are in nowadays.
1.1.3 Debate
There has always been a debate between the structural and contextual ambidexterity approach
Birkinshaw and Gibson (2004). Either concept has its own benefits and disadvantages.
Structural ambidexterity lets an organizational unit fit with the best form of activities, either
exploration or exploitation, but it creates a gap within units. This may lead to lower performance
(Doty et al. 1993). In this thesis, ambidexterity will be approached from the ‘contextual’ vision.
This view suits the environment of this era better, which is developing fast in technological
ways. In slow changing business worlds, there would be enough time to divide ambidexterity
over divisions and anticipate with structures and strategies. Although, in a high-competitive
organizational ecosystem, which most organizations face, outlined structures may be better
prepared to cope with the infinite need for alignment.
1.1.4 Framework for understanding key terms
Since there are many expressions for the same matters within existing literature, a framework
of the above results will be constructed. The framework helps in understanding different
keywords within organizational ambidexterity. In the first chapter, concepts from different
studies were addressed and it turns out that there is a lot of overlap. As shown in the
framework, ambidexterity consists of two types, established by Birkinshaw and Gibson (2004).
The four corresponding ambidexterity approaches presented by Reeves et al. (2013) are
categorized accordingly. These approaches overlap with the structural and contextual based
solution capacities and are placed under Reeves’ approaches. Finally, the two aspects of a
firm's environment are added, dynamism and diversity.

Figure 1.2
A Framework For Understanding Key
Terms, Used in Ambidexterity Research.
Combining Reeves et al. (2013). Raisch
and Birkinshaw (2008) and Birkinshaw
and Gibson (2004).
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Until now, there wasn't a scholar available that combined the different terminologies. With
these combined insights new research can interpret ambidexterity in either structural or
contextual ambidexterity and link other terms to it as shown in the figure. This aids in more
unity in ambidexterity studies and in defining and identifying research problems.

1.2 Definition
When combining the concepts from Gibson and Birkinshaw (2004), Raisch and Birkinshaw
(2008) and Reeves et al. (2013) the following definition is stated. Companies are ambidextrous
when the organizational context is dynamic, divers, and individuals are empowered and
supported by managers to implement explorative and exploitative activities in their work and
within all levels of the organization there is a constant trade-off between being aligned and
efficient and being adaptive to changes in the environment.

1.3 Traits of Ambidexterity
Haanaes et al. (2018) elaborated on traits that define ambidextrous companies from the rest.
According to them, all companies should strive for becoming part of the 2% that outperform
their peers in growth and profitability and should flourish in both turbulent and more stable
times and should excel in both exploration and exploitation activities. This suits the definition
of ambidexterity stated in this thesis because it also emphasizes the need to be aligned and
efficient and being able to adapt op changes in the environment. The ambidexterity traits by
Haanaes et al. (2018) are established as; outside in focus, embracing necessary disruptions
and clear model for renewal.
1.3.1 Traits found by Haanaes et al. (2018)
The ambidexterity traits Haanaes et al. (2018) found will be further explained. An outside in
focus entails taking a step back and see the whole picture, even when a business is getting
successful. Due to success, companies can stop looking at the world around them, and miss
key market changes. This can be done at all organizational levels, from individuals in business
units to lower and top management.
Another trait is about embracing necessary disruptions. This means that organizations let go
an old process (completely), in order to excel in a new market or strategy, which gives them a
head start compared to competitors. Often this is a trait that is very hard to master, because it
is very counterintuitive, explained by cognitive biases like loss aversion. This bias entails that
one is trying harder to avoid loss, than to attract gain. In organizations, this leads to
overvaluation of the current business model instead of disrupting it and attracting new
opportunities and gains (Haanaes et al., 2018).
The final trait covers the fact that these successful companies have a clear model for renewal.
These models help to implement both short- and long-term goals and the balance between
them. According to Khanagha, et al. (2014), these renewal models can range from complete
replacement of the existing business model to step by step development and transformation.
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Besides these traits, there are other characteristics of ambidextrous organizations. There will
be further looked for other ambidexterity traits since Haanaes et al. are organizational field
experts funded by a consulting company. To form a complete picture, different views will be
examined.
1.3.2 Antecedents as traits
According to Raisch and Birkinshaw (2008), there are three antecedents for initiating
ambidexterity that can be found in literature. These antecedents can be seen as ambidexterity
traits because they characterize ambidextrous companies by stating guidelines for solving the
complexity of responding to tensions between exploration and exploitation. These broad
approaches constitute themselves as: structural solutions that allow two activities to be carried
out in different organizational units, contextual solutions that allow two activities to be executed
within the same unit, and leadership-based solutions that make the top management team
responsible for reconciling and responding to the tensions between the two activities. What
characterizes an ambidextrous company is the appearance of these antecedents. They can
co-exist and do not rule each other out. The leadership based solution capacity trait is seen as
the most important one, since ambidexterity is initiated at different management levels (O’Reilly
and Tushman (2007) and is therefore a prerequisite for ambidexterity. The importance of the
structural- and contextual solution capacity traits might differ per organization. Due to
differences in the environment and core-businesses of an organization, either the structural or
contextual solution traits are more visible. These traits from Raisch and Birkinshaw (2008) are
linked to the approaches and traits found by Reeves et al. (2013) and Haanaes et al. (2018)
as described in the following part.
1.3.3 Structural solutions
In order to implement ambidexterity by carrying out the two activities in different organizational
units, a clear structure is needed. According to Gibson and Birkinshaw (2004) this can be
achieved by “developing structural mechanisms to cope with the competing demands faced by
the organization for alignment and adaptability” (p. 211). They presented several structures
that make it possible for organizational units to switch between the two activities. These
structures can mostly be divided in two basic concepts: parallel structures and spatial
separation. Gibson and Birkinshaw (2004) find that existing literature sets structural
ambidexterity and spatial separation at the business unit or corporate level equal. Parallel
structures allow individuals to switch between structures, depending on what approach their
specific work requires. Spatial separation models focus on dividing the company into units that
specialize in either exploration or exploitation. In contradiction to spatial separation structures,
the parallel concept allows the trade-off between demand for exploration and exploitation within
a single business unit. These differentiated structures can help companies be ambidextrous
by addressing inconsistent demands by maintaining the different competencies. Structural
solutions are linked to the separation and switching approach to ambidexterity discussed, since
this trait structures a company into the two types of activities. Ambidextrous companies should
have the competency to master these structural solutions that allow two activities to be carried
out in different organizational units and is therefore an ambidexterity trait.
1.3.4 Contextual solutions
Solutions that focus on the behavioural capacity to simultaneously implement alignment and
adaptability across an entire business unit are defined as contextual solutions (Gibson and
Birkinshaw 2004). An organizations capacity to deal with the constant trade-off via the creation
12

of an ambidextrous organizational context is a characteristic of an ambidextrous company and
therefore a trait. Instead of creating dual structures, a supportive business unit context is
created by managers. This context entails enabling and encouraging individuals to let them
estimate and decide when to switch to exploration or exploitation activities and dividing their
time accordingly. This is supported by processes, systems and beliefs that create a
behavioural culture within an organization (Raisch and Birkinshaw 2008). This requires traits
from an organization like having managers with the ability to create such a corporate culture
and having competencies as discipline, trust, support and flexibility. These solutions are similar
to the self-organizing approach found by Reeves et al. (2013). In order for companies to
succeed, they need to balance out these hard (flexibility and discipline) and soft elements
(support and trust) in organizational contexts. When exploration and exploitation are not
strategically integrated within a company, ambidexterity will not become a dynamic capability.
According to O’Reilly and Tushman (2007), a shared vision, a common set of values and an
overarching governance process is required for strategic integration.
1.3.5 Leadership based solutions
The leadership based solution capacity trait entails the facilitation of ambidexterity through
executives and managers. Multiple studies point out when implementing contextual and
structural ambidexterity, management processes are a supporting factor (Tushman and
O’Reilly, 1997; Gibson and Birkinshaw, 2004). An ambidextrous organization is characterized
by the presence of management that is able to cope with the constant ambidexterity trade-off.
According to Raisch and Birkinshaw (2008) there are two trends within this trait. The first
“explores the integrative mechanisms by which leadership teams might successfully manage
the contradictions that arise from structural separation in ambidextrous organizations” (p. 391).
Another line of studies sees leadership processes as an independent antecedent of
organizational ambidexterity, which is debateable. Both point of views point out that competent
leadership is very important in being an ambidextrous company.
These terms used by Raisch and Birkinshaw (2008), will be used as traits because they are
very clear, overarching and based on many ambidexterity scholars. So together with the study
by Haanaes et al. (2018), these are the traits of ambidextrous companies found: ‘outside in
focus’, ‘embracing necessary disruptions’, ‘clear model for renewal’, ‘structural solution
capacities’, ‘contextual solution capacities’ and ‘leadership based solution capacities’. Figure
1.3 (see next page) is adjusted from Raisch and Birkinshaw, their ‘organizational antecedents’
are seen as traits, which are more characteristics of an organization, and the previously found
traits by Haanaes et al. (2018), which are a kind of organizational processes, are added. The
box in the middle, ‘organizational ambidexterity’ contains theoretical concepts which are
explained in chapter two. The other boxes in this figure, not within the orange lines, are
excluded from this study. “Performance outcomes’ are not incorporated since this study is not
interested in researching the exact outcomes of organizational ambidexterity the intent is not
to go more in depth than that ambidextrous companies outperform their peers in both
profitability and growth (Haanaes et al., 2018). ‘Environmental factors’ is only included in this
study to a very low extent, the level of dynamism and diversity of an organizations environment
explained which ambidexterity approach suited which environment best. It is not further taken
into account because it does not entail ambidexterity traits nor does it explain them, just as the
‘other moderators’ box.
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Figure 1.3
A Framework For Understanding
Organizational Ambidexterity Research.
Adjusted from Raisch and Birkinshaw
(2008).

1.4 Ambidexterity traits from the field
The ambidexterity traits presented above are deducted from Haanaes et al.(2018), which
compared approximately 2500 public companies and their ability to find a balance in the tradeoff, and from Raisch and Birkinshaw who took a more academic approach and combined the
findings of all organizational ambidexterity scholars they could find. These two studies already
give a pretty complete picture of the ambidexterity traits out there, but there is missing a link to
corporate culture and its concepts and terminology. The article found from Nieto-Rodriguez
(2014) presents traits that where observed not in literature but in American companies and is
more recent than the work of Raisch and Birkinshaw (2008). This article is included in this
study because it can confirm or complement earlier findings and links terminology used in
literature to terminology from the business world. In the article by Nieto-Rodriguez
Organisational Ambidexterity, six pillars that tackle the implementation of ambidexterity are
constructed. The six pillars are established as: leadership and culture, people and skills,
structure and governance, processes and methods, systems and tools, and enterprise
performance management.
1.4.1 Leadership and culture
Leadership and culture is the pillar that matches leadership based solution capacities and
focuses on the ability of the management to adjust or start a certain corporate culture.
According to Nieto-Rodriguez (2014) the CEO is the main driver of change and should
therefore be the first to adapt to change of culture and values. Through a top-down system,
culture will be changed all over the organization therefore this pillar is linked to leadership
based solutions.
1.4.2 People and skills
The people and skills pillar is a challenge due to the pursuit of a seamlessly aligned
organization with two HR models. These HR models work like the systems described earlier;
spatial and contextual separation and the separation and switching approach. HR
management should be aware of the different systems and models within the company and
they should be taken into account when structuring human resource policies. In figure 1.4 this
pillar is linked to the structural solution capacities trait since this pillar focusses on how
employees and their skills can best be used and managed in the two types of activities and the
way this is structured.
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1.4.3 Structure and governance
Structure and governance is very important when it comes to implementing ambidexterity, but
it is also very complicated. To become ambidextrous, (rigorous) changes have to be made,
and it is in our nature to be change averse. Besides resistance from individuals, changing
structures is also very time and money consuming. Finding balance between the two activities
is difficult due to the constant evolvement of the organization and the external environment.
This pillar is linked to contextual solution capacities and embracing necessary disruptions
because it entails setting up an organizational context that supports ambidexterity and
emphasizes on the need of making rigorous change.
1.4.4 Processes and methods
The processes and methods pillar is linked to the trait of clear model for renewal. It entails
setting up processes, methods and standards that enable to get done the core-business.
These processes help to gauge performance and efficiency, give management better control
and enable continuous improvements. Exploration and exploitation activities, methods and
processes should be in balance and interconnected at certain critical points. If not, the
organization will remain very imbalanced, probably on the exploitation side, since this is mostly
the dominant side (Nieto-Rodriguez 2014).
1.4.5 Systems and tools
The systems and tools pillar is all about facilitating the pillars above with help from critical
systems and tools that support the execution and the management in both exploration and
exploitation directions. Nieto-Rodriguez is aiming at the IT part of the company, which should
support ambidextrous intentions. This pillar suits the trait clear model for renewal because it is
a part of supporting these models. In this study IT will not be further looked into, because the
focus of this thesis is merely on strategic implementations of ambidexterity.
1.4.6 Enterprise performance management
The final pillar is enterprise performance management and refers to a framework that manages
and measures performance. Nieto-Rodriguez refers to well-known concepts such as activity
based costing, economic value added, and the balanced scorecard. This framework should
always be implemented from a top-down perspective that focuses on the execution of the
company’s strategic goals. It should entail exploration and exploitation dimensions and monitor
the execution of them. This pillar is categorized under the trait leadership based solution
capacities because this framework has a top-down approach and is initiated by the leaders of
the firm.
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1.5 The link between ambidexterity traits and pillars
After analysing the pillars from Nieto-Rodriguez, one can conclude that they are very similar to
the traits already found. Figure 1.4 shows how the six established traits and the pillars are
related. The pillars can be seen as traits but are very specific and go more in depth of how the
earlier found traits can be implemented and are linked to corporate concepts and terminology.
The outside-in focus trait has no matching pillar in the figure, but one might argue that
leadership and culture and people and skills could fit this trait. After all, the managers and
employees are the ones that should remain having an outside-in focus. But here it is chosen
not to make this link also due to the perspective Nieto-Rodriguez has taken to these pillars,
they just fit the other traits better.
Taken all different outcomes from the above studies into account, there can be six traits
established that distinguish ambidextrous companies. Outside-in focus, embracing necessary
disruptions, clear model for renewal, structural solution capacities, contextual solution
capacities, leadership based solution capacities.

Figure 1.4
Traits found in literature (Haanaes et al.
(2018), Raisch and Birkinshaw (2008))
in relation to traits (pillars) from the field,
established by Nieto-Rodriguez (2014)
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2. Theoretical Concepts Linked to Ambidexterity
Traits
2.1 From Antecedents and Contexts, to Traits and Theories
Raisch and Birkinshaw (2008) found three antecedents, structural- contextual- and leadership
based solution capacities, which are seen as organizational ambidexterity traits in this study
as described in the previous chapter. According to them organizational ambidexterity is
becoming a new research paradigm, but is still developing as an organizational theory. They
also found different ambidexterity contexts (theories in which ambidexterity could be
positioned) in literature such as organizational learning, technological innovation,
organizational adaptation, strategic management and organizational design. These theories
have helped in the discussion around ambidexterity since they link different organizational
fields of study to ambidexterity and grasp its complexity and can explain the relationship
between organizational ambidexterity and the traits found. Since this study focuses on the
extent to which ambidexterity traits are reflected in theory and practice, a theoretical framework
from management perspective will be composed. Starting with the contexts (theories)
concerning management found by Raisch and Birkinshaw such as organizational learning and
strategic management. Since this study is merely focussed on organizational ambidexterity
traits, the context technological innovation is left out of these contexts. Contexts and theories
that can give the traits more background from management and organizational perspective are
chosen since that fits the research question better. Although technological innovation is
important when a company implicates exploration activities, this is tackled from a different
angle, for example organization learning theory. This way innovation is still linked to traits, but
fits this study better.
A whole book can be written about organizational contexts or theories that are in one way
linked to ambidexterity, but here is chosen to look into the theories Raisch and Birkinshaw
(2008) generated, supplemented by another theory found. It is meaningful to explain these
theoretical backgrounds since they have helped in the discussion around ambidexterity since
they link different organizational fields of study to ambidexterity and grasp its complexity and
can explain the relationship between organizational ambidexterity and the traits found. It also
helps in developing ambidexterity as an organizational theory and research paradigm (Raisch
and Birkinshaw, 2008). In their studies they compared dozens of scholars and came to five
contexts (theoretical backgrounds). In this thesis a theoretical background that involves
leadership is added, since the leadership based solution capacity trait can be explained best
by the theory selected (transactional and transformational leadership) and the link between
ambidexterity and leadership can be looked into more. The importance of leadership for
enabling ambidexterity was addressed in chapter 1, where Nieto – Rodriguez (2014) explained
that ambidexterity can be initiated in a top - down manner. Management has the ability to start
a certain corporate culture and is the main drive of change, thus ambidexterity.
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2.2 Organizational Learning
Yan et al. (2016) point out that organizational learning can be divided into strategic-business
learning which is defined as “learning that improves the strategic capability of the organization
and changes the basic assumptions underlying the stable generation mechanism that
structures the strategic behaviour design process’’ (p. 651) and business learning which is “the
process through which an organization gains concrete operational knowledge under the
guidance of established rules’’ (p. 651). In literature these branches are also known as secondorder vs first-order learning and double-loop versus single-loop learning (Vera and Crossan
2004). They link strategic learning (double-loop) to explorative capabilities because
organizational enforcement and support are needed for establishing new assumptions and
breaking of existing routines, this is important when trying to innovate. Business learning
(single-loop) is linked to exploitative capabilities due to the optimization and reinforcement of
existing routines and are usually achieved at the operational level through learning by doing
(Vera and Crossan 2004). Thus the theory of organizational learning is connected to
ambidexterity.
Since the article of March (1991) the discussion around whether exploration and exploitation
should be associated with organizational learning arose. At first research believed exploitation
was only a reuse of already existing knowledge, so they only assigned learning to exploration
activities . Instead of looking for the absence or presence of learning, literature is then more
focussed on the type or degree of learning (Raisch and Birkinshaw 2008). Baum, Li and Usher
(2000), suggest that “exploitation refers to learning gained via local search, experiential
refinement, and selection and reuse of existing routines. Exploration refers to learning gained
through processes of concerted variation, planned experimentation and play’’ (p. 768).
According to Mom, van den Bosch and Volberda (2007), managers can perform both high
levels of exploration and exploitation. They found that exploitation is positively connected to
top-down knowledge streams from persons at higher hierarchical levels than the manager. And
that exploration is positively related to knowledge flows from individuals and peers at a lower
level in the organization in a horizontal or bottom-up approach. Therefore, these statements
point out that the more a manager engages in bottom-up knowledge flows, the more high levels
of exploration are acquired, and vice versa.
2.2.1 Organizational learning theory linked to traits
These learning methods can be linked to the ambidexterity trait contextual solutions. This trait
focuses on the ability of managers and employees to construct a corporate culture which will
create a supportive context. This supportive context then aids individuals in deciding to engage
in exploration or exploitation activities and to switch when they think it is needed. The
supportive context is supported by processes, systems and beliefs which in their turn are
manifested by explorative and exploitative learning. This happens through bottom-up, topdown, and horizontal knowledge flows.
Organizational learning can also be linked to the trait leadership based solutions. As mentioned
earlier, management processes are a supporting factor when it comes to implementing
structural and contextual ambidexterity. This trait consists of two directions; leadership
processes as independent antecedent and leadership processes as mechanism that manages
contradictions in structural separation. Organizational learning is very important to leadership
processes because it enables those leadership processes to be ambidextrous. Leadership
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processes use learning through experiential refinement, selection and reuse of existing
routines, play and planned experimentation. According to Yan et al. (2016), managers should
mark the difference between business learning and strategic learning, as the two learning
variations play different roles in enabling ambidexterity. ‘’Strategic learning helps companies
to rethink the existing operations and form new assumptions, structures and interpretations,
while business learning refines and consolidates existing practices’’ (p. 663).

2.3 Organizational Adaptation
Organizational adaptation theory states that firms transform their procedures and structures to
deal with an always changing environment, like new legislation, introduction of a new mother
organization or changing economic environment. This adaptation of organizations is needed
to improve inefficient processes and to correct imbalances. Rather than how a specific
business adapts, organizational adaptation theory mostly refers more to how parts of
organizations adapt to business environmental change (Purna 2017).
Raisch and Birkinshaw (2008) find that many studies have implicated that a balance between
continuity and change in an organization is required for success. “Successful organizations
thus not only emphasize exploitation and alignment during periods of evolutionary change but
also pursue radical transformation and exploration in periods of revolutionary change’’ (p. 379).
This contextual theory emphasizes the need for adaptation from organizations. This has
implications for organizational structure, processes and beliefs. This theory differs from
organizational learning because it focuses on change through transformation of business parts
due to environmental changes, instead of learning concrete operational knowledge or strategic
capabilities through single- and double loop learning.
2.3.1 Organizational adaptation theory linked to traits
This theoretical concept is linked to the ambidexterity traits embracing necessary disruptions
and clear model for renewal. Embracing necessary disruptions is about letting go of an old
process (entirely) in order to perform better using a different strategy. This speaks to pursuing
radical transformation and exploration in times of rigorous change.
Having a clear model for renewal helps companies to implement both short and long term
goals and especially to keep the balance between these goals. The theory of organizational
adaptation is linked to this trait since renewal models must facilitate the balance between
continuity and change and is therefore a foothold of organizational adaptation. However
studies found by Raisch and Birkinshaw (2008) underlie the belief that too radical or too many
change implications lead to organizational chaos when continuity is not considered, when it
swings the other way inertia can occur and everything remains unchanged.

2.4 Strategic Management
Strategic management is an ongoing process that controls and evaluates the business
environment of the organization, evaluates competitors and sets up goals and strategies, which
are re-evaluated frequently to determine how it was implemented and whether it is successful,
needs adjustments or should be reconsidered (Juneja 2018).
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Raisch and Birkinshaw (2008) find a number of studies which use different keywords for two
main management process theories. Burgelman (1991, 2002) uses the terms induced strategic
processes, linked to exploitation, and autonomous strategy processes, linked to exploration.
Induced processes build on existing strategies and knowledge, while autonomous strategy
processes look beyond the present strategy’s scope and focus on fabricating new
competencies. Raisch and Birkinshaw argue that it is important for managers to make well
considered trade-off between the two types of management processes, since both types of
strategies ask for the same resources, which are scarce. This constant trade-off will provide
the biggest chance on success, although a company will then never maximizes its effort in its
core business.
These two theoretical concepts can be found in other literature as well, but go by different
names. Induced strategic processes is merely the same as static efficiency, competence
leveraging and selective strategic actions. Autonomous strategy processes are also described
as dynamic efficiency, competence building and adaptive strategic actions (Ghemawat and
Ricart i Costa (1993), Sanchez, Heene and Thomas (1996) and Volberda, Baden-Fuller and
van den Bosch (2001)).
2.4.1 Strategic management theory linked to traits
The ambidexterity traits that fit this theoretical context are outside-in focus, embracing
necessary disruptions, contextual solution capacities and leadership based solution capacities.
Having an outside-in focus lets an organization escape the entrapment of success by taking a
step back, a looking at the total picture. This trait can be implemented in all levels of the
organization, but is particularly important for strategic management for continuation of the
company. Using the terms of Burgelman, keeping an outside-in focus falls under autonomous
strategy processes and is therefore an explorative trait. This is because this trait looks beyond
present strategy and is focussing on fabricating new competencies.
The trait that entails embracing necessary disruptions can be explained by the strategic
management theory by also linking this trait to autonomous strategy processes. Similar to the
previous trait, a step back is taken, to evaluate current (strategic management) strategies and
to form new ones. This could imply that the old strategies end up in the bin, and new
competencies are being created. This fits the exploration approach. Although this trait should
be mastered within the whole organization it is especially important that it occurs at the highest
levels of management. “Top management is mostly considered the main drive of discontinuous
change, whereas middle management is expected to support incremental change’’ (Raisch
and Birkinshaw (2008) p. 379)
Contextual solution capacities can also be linked to strategic management theory and can be
divided into exploration and exploitation activities. Firstly contextual solution capacities
consists more of exploitative activities since they consist of induced processes that build on
existing strategies and knowledge. Since contextual solutions are created around the need for
a supportive context which consists of processes, systems and beliefs, it is using already
existing competencies but puts them together to form support for the individuals in business
units. This formation of a supportive context has a top-bottom approach, makes use of induced
strategy processes and starts with strategic managers after which it is passed on. Secondly
when setting up a supportive context the other way around, namely with a bottom-up approach,
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autonomous strategy processes can take place and managers gain knowledge from their
employees and the context is built with new competencies.
Leadership based solution capacities can also be divided into exploration and exploitation
activities from strategic management perspective. The first approach sees leadership
processes as independent antecedent of ambidexterity, it is considered here that this entails
mostly exploration activities. Since these leadership processes should look for new
competencies and ways to implement ambidexterity, linked to autonomous strategy processes.
The other approach sees leadership processes as a mechanism that manages the trade-off
made in structural separation (dividing the organization into business units and assign either
exploration or exploitation to them). It is considered in this study as a more exploitative activity
since is using the already existing competencies of the business units to let them fulfil their
tasks with the appropriate approach, linked to induced strategic processes.

2.5 Organizational Design
This theoretical concept is built upon the trade-off between the implementation of two types of
organizational structures. Burns and Stalker (1961) define in their seminal study mechanistic
structures which rely on standardization, centralization, hierarchy and organic structures which
depend on high levels of decentralization, autonomy respectively. Mechanistic structures
support efficiency and therefore exploitation, and organic structures support flexibility, thus
exploration. According to Duncan (1976) an organization needs both of these structures,
organic structures to set up creative innovations and mechanistic structures to implement and
install them. Seen through the lens of this theory, “ambidexterity can be defined as a firm’s
ability to operate complex organizational designs that provide for short-term efficiency and
long-term innovation” (Raisch and Birkinshaw (2008) p. 380)
2.5.1 Organizational design theory linked to traits
This theory is linked to the traits structural solution capacities and contextual solution
capacities found by Raisch and Birkinshaw (2008). The traits are built around the ability from
organizations to create a structure or context within business units or the entire firm that
facilitate ambidexterity. Both traits should be reflected by mechanistic and organic structures.
The structural solution trait is divided in parallel structures which focus on letting individuals
choose and switch between exploration and exploitation activities, and spatial structures focus
on creating a clear structure between business units that engage in different activities. So from
this point of view, parallel structures consist mostly of organic structures and depend on high
levels of decentralization and autonomy. Whereas spatial structures consist of mechanistic
structures which are built on centralization, standardization and hierarchy.
The trait based on contextual solutions is a more explorative trait and is based on organic
structures. The supportive context which is set up by managers and created through
processes, systems and beliefs, support flexibility and make individuals autonomous and
decentralize the corporate structure.
The trait described by Reeves et al. (2013) clear model for renewal also fits into the
organizational design background and theory since this ambidexterity characteristic describes
the necessity of having a clear structure for renewal. This trait implicates that companies have
models that help them to implement both short- and long-term goals. This trait is about finding
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the balance between organic and mechanistic structures, between flexibility and efficiency.
Volberda (2017) describes that “exploratory renewal actions create a new path or alter existing
paths and are considered to be relatively radical. Exploitative renewal actions are pathdependent and associated with incremental change” (p. 45). Jansen et al. (2009) describe
various enablers and capabilities of ambidexterity in multi-unit firms such as cross functional
interfaces, senior team integration and connectedness and underline the need for firms to
structurally separate exploitation units from exploration units. According to their study this
organizational design of ambidextrous multi-unit firms enable renewal. A multi-unit firm refers
to an organization which is geographically dispersed and built from units like service centres,
stores and branches which are combined in bigger groupings like regions, districts and
divisions (Garvin and Levesque 2008).

2.6 Transactional and Transformational Leadership
The theory that is chosen to explain the relation between the leadership solution capacities
trait and ambidexterity is based upon two types of leadership, transactional and
transformational leadership. Either form has their own capabilities and implementation.
Baškarada et al. (2016) define transformational leadership as leadership that emphasizes on
the inspiration and motivation of followers and is associated with individualized consideration,
idealized influence, inspirational motivation and intellectual stimulation. The counterpart,
transactional leadership, is merely focused on leader-follower exchanges and is associated
with active management by exception and conditional reward. These forms of leadership can
be linked to both ends of ambidexterity. “Transformational leadership has been associated with
turbulent and uncertain environments, relatively poor organizational performance and periods
of organizational inception and renewal, while transactional leadership is more suited to
environments that are stable and predictable, satisfactory organizational performance, and
mature organizations’’ (Baškarada et al., 2016 p. 779). They also ascribe transactional
leadership to situations that demand reinforcement, refinement of existing knowledge or
institutionalization while transformational leadership is ascribed to situations where the statusquo needs to be changed. These statements link transactional leadership merely to exploitative
actions, and transactional leadership to explorative actions.
However, this approach is not as black and white as it seems. According to Vera and Crossan
(2004), by providing their employees with contextual support to develop their insights,
transformational leaders may facilitate exploration. But transactional leaders could also
accomplish this by encouraging their staff to embrace change, participate in strategy
development, be creative, take calculated risks and question assumptions. Baškarada et al.
(2016) then come to three key organizational mechanisms that are used by leaders to facilitate
exploitative activities and are established as training, performance management and
knowledge management. For initiating exploratory activities they found five leadership
attributes namely commitment, vision, risk comfort, empowerment and inclusivity.
2.6.1 Transactional and transformational leadership theory linked to traits
Leadership based solution capacities is the trait linked to this theoretical concept since it
involves management capabilities that enable ambidexterity. As discussed earlier, leadership
based solutions capacities can be divided into leadership processes as independent
antecedent, and leadership processes as mechanism that manages the ambidextrous
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contradictions. Taken the theory above into account, the independent antecedent approach
fits the branch of transactional leadership since it relies on circumstances that need
reinforcement, institutionalization or refinement of existing knowledge. And the other point of
view where leadership processes are seen as a mechanism that manages the contradictions
in structural separation, “leadership that emphasizes on the inspiration and motivation of
followers is implemented and is associated with individualized consideration, idealized
influence, inspirational motivation and intellectual stimulation” (Baškarada et al. (2016) p. 779).

2.7 Correlation framework ambidexterity, traits and theories
In the previous chapter antecedents were conducted from literature and seen as organizational
traits of ambidexterity. In this study, ambidexterity is the dependent variable, and the traits are
independent variables. When firms foster these traits there is a positive correlation with the
presence of organizational ambidexterity. After the establishment of these traits, theories and
concepts were presented to clarify the relation between ambidexterity traits and known theories
from different backgrounds and disciplines. The results found, ask for a framework that
demonstrates the relationship between the organizational traits, and ambidexterity, explained
by theories and concepts. After analysing the outcomes of the previous chapter the following
framework was created.

Figure 2.1
A Framework For Understanding the
Relation Between organizational Traits
and Ambidexterity, Explained by Theory.

2.7.1 Interpretation of framework
The framework should be interpreted as follows: starting from the outer circles, the underlying
theories are linked to the relating traits, this is shown by the overlay of the bubbles. Then focus
should be shifted inwards, towards the ambidexterity centre. Each traits linkage to
ambidexterity can be explained by the underlying theory. For example, strategic management
theory is linked to the traits outside-in focus, leadership based solution capacities, embracing
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necessary disruptions and contextual solution capacities. This indicates that this theory
explains the positive relationship between the trait and ambidexterity. For some traits this
relationship can be explained by multiple theories, and have therefore overlap with more than
one theory bubble. One theory bubble is larger than another, this does not automatically mean
that this theory is more important, it does mean that it contextualizes multiple traits.
Figure 2.1 only uses the overarching traits from chapter 1, but lefts out the traits found by NietoRodriguez (2014). The six pillars of ambidexterity he stated are left out of the figure because
it would create more chaos in the framework, which is the opposite of its aim. Nevertheless,
the correlation of the pillars in figure 1.4 to figure 2.1 could be further explained. The goal of
introducing the six pillars from Nieto-Rodriguez is to link concepts and terminology from the
business field to the academic field and give ambidexterity traits a broader perspective while
simultaneously going deeper into implementations of ambidexterity traits.
Not only could figure 2.1 be used from the outside-in, but also the other way around which can
help approaching the theories from the view of a certain trait and linked pillar(s) from NietoRodriguez. Using the figure the other way around can help understanding the organizational
theories from a certain perspective and make them more tangible and applicable, this gives
the following result. Start at the middle ambidexterity bubble and pick any trait, for example
contextual solution capacities. This trait is linked to the pillar structure & governance and can
help interpret the following theoretical backgrounds: organizational design, organizational
learning and strategic management. For example, organizational design theory can be made
more tangible by applying knowledge from the linked trait and pillar which results in
incorporating a contextual supportive system and to change these systems over time to stay
ambidextrous (Nieto-Rodriguez, 2014).
Moving clockwise to the next trait, leadership based solution capacities is linked to the pillars
leadership & culture and enterprise performance management which can all be explained by
the theoretical backgrounds: organizational learning, transactional- and transformational
leadership and strategic management. The pillar enterprise performance management helps
management by providing data from concepts like economic value added, activity based
costing and the balanced scorecard (Nieto-Rodriguez, 2014). This pillar focusses more on
exploitative activities that the others and aids in making a company more efficient. This means
that each theory linked to this pillar should be approached from an exploitative perspective.
The next trait, outside-in focus, has no sustained pillar so all pillars can be better explained
then trough this trait.
Embracing necessary disruptions is linked to the pillar structure & governance and from this
point of view the theories that can be approached are: organizational adaptation and strategic
management. This leads to seeing organizational adaptation as a concept where already
existing processes can be replaced completely and given the process a new structure. For
strategic management theory this view could imply that existing strategic directions should be
looked at critically and might be revised.
The clear model for renewal trait is linked to the pillars processes & methods and systems &
tools and from this perspective the following theories could be approached: organizational
design theory and organizational adaptation theory.
The final trait structural solution capacities is linked to the pillar people & skills and could give
organizational design theory the perspective that an organization should not only be designed
to implement ambidexterity, but also keep in mind their workforce and their skills related to
either end of ambidexterity.
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3. A Toyota Case
Toyota gained the ambidexterity status through an ongoing quest of developing new products,
improving the lean manufacturing system and finding new ways of using materials. This
company has also shown that breakthrough innovation, industry shaping and measured
improvements in manufacturing and quality can go together (Haanaes et al., 2018). The
previous chapter links ambidexterity traits and theoretical concepts to each other. In this
chapter, the ambidexterity framework will be used to see if the theoretical lenses, or parts of it,
can be found in literature about Toyota and how these are constituted. Of course this cannot
be explained at every level of Toyota, so the most recent, most clear and best fitting theories
are presented.

3.1 Organizational Learning Theory
When companies want to create or maintain
competitive advantage in new or existing markets, new
product development is one of the key factors.
Organizational learning is very important when it
comes to innovation and development. In chapter 2
there was found that organizational learning can be
divided into two types of learning; single-loop versus
double-loop. There is single-loop learning when an organization learns operational and
concrete knowledge under the guidance of regulations. This type of learning is linked to
exploitative capabilities and is mostly set in motion by top-down knowledge flows. Double-loop
learning is linked to explorative activities and improves the strategic skills of a firm by changing
the strategic behaviour design process through tackling basic assumptions. To do this,
organizational enforcement and support are needed for breaking these assumptions and
routines, and building new ones. Double-loop learning happens through play and planned
experimentation, and is related to knowledge flows from individuals and peers at lower levels
of the organization in a horizontal and bottom-up approach (Mom, Van den Bosch and
Volberda, 2007).
According to Fuchs (2007), learning in new product development is established in a set of
properties such as: learning about customer needs (only products that satisfy the needs of
customers will be successful), learning about product integration (a firm’s marketing and overall
capabilities are very important for the success of a new product), and learning continuously
across the organization (dynamic change and organizational continuity enable new product
development success). Fuchs (2007) found evidence for each of these properties of learning
when researching Toyota from 1993 to 1997 in Japan through interviews, on-site research and
organizational materials. Per new product development property learning was found and these
can be divided in single- and double-loop learning.
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3.1.1 Learning about customer needs
Single-loop learning in the property about customer needs is found in the training of engineers
in sales and marketing on-the-job. These engineers are learning operational and concrete
knowledge in a , for them, new field. This learning-by-doing is supported by rules and guided
by employees who work in this field. This structured job rotation helps employees in acquiring
a broad set of skills and understanding the company at different levels and processes for
meeting strategic objectives.
Double-loop learning can be found in this property in the focus group activity. At this activity
the prototype is tested by groups of people, when Toyota wanted to know more about customer
needs in the nineties, focus groups were not common. Traditional research methods entailed
pure market research, instead of structured interaction and communication with customers with
different backgrounds to discover latent needs and preferences (Fuchs, 2007).
3.1.2 Learning about product integration
The second property is about product integration and a firm’s marketing and overall capabilities
and has single-loop learning in activities found by Fuchs (2007) like that learning about best
practices is shared between projects which is supervised by general managers of product
planning. This system makes sure that knowledge is shared so efficiency is stimulated and
employees and workers with different backgrounds are organized in quality circles. Single-loop
learning also takes place when standard routines for different fields like marketing and
production are double checked for the integration of the product in different organizational
processes, and the optimization of the product design.
Double-loop learning in the second property occurs in activities such as functional engineers
who work on different projects at the same time and learn from peers that share their knowhow and from exercising their work in different project work groups. Not only functional
engineers were multitasking but also heavy weight project managers dealt with all functions of
product development of one project. Toyota took part in the organization of heterogeneous
work and project groups, and questioned product design from all angles, from production and
marketing to engineering (Fuchs, 2007). These horizontal knowledge flows are associated with
explorative activities and thus double-loop learning.
3.1.3 Learning continuously across the organization
The third property, learning continuously across the organization entails dynamic change and
organizational continuity that support the success of the new developed product. Toyota’s
employees learn here through on-the-job training, and are being mentored and supervised by
experienced senior managers. This full management support aids in implementing new
solutions when needed and is promoting learning and change. Because of this system, Toyota
has an efficient corporate bureaucracy that is continuously updated by the learning outcomes
(Fuchs, 2007).
Double loop learning in this property was set in motion by employees who are facilitators of
the learning process, who were responsible for the ability and willingness to learn and to
change of other employees. Toyota set up a reward system with big bonuses and rewards for
employees who met the high standard of the input of efforts for this willingness and ability.
Toyota also stimulated project managers to come up with product solutions and obtained high
levels of autonomy, which was fully supported by higher management (Fuchs, 2007). These
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implemented systems can be categorized as double-loop learning since they support the
change of basic assumptions, routines and employee behaviour which then improves the
strategic behaviour design process.
3.1.4 Adjacent traits and ambidexterity
The organizational learning theory lens is linked to the traits contextual based solution
capacities and leadership based solution capacities in ambidexterity framework 2.1. In
literature about Toyota and organizational learning these traits are reflected in the fact that
Toyota creates a corporate culture where learning and ambidexterity can take place. Toyota’s
management gives employees responsibility for gaining the ability and willingness to learn and
change, for themselves as well as their team. So ambidexterity is implemented in a more
contextual way, instead of structural, since the learning activities are not only set in motion
from a top-down knowledge flow but also the other way around. Knowledge streams flow
between projects and departments, this requires accommodating competences like having
contextual solutions and good leadership. When an organization merely focusses on either
single-loop- or double loop learning, ambidexterity will never be present. Both types of learning
need to be facilitated by competent leadership and an ambidextrous corporate context. The
article by Fuchs (2007) shows that both types of learning and thus ambidexterity are present
at Toyota (in Japan between 1993 and 1997).

3.2 Organizational Adaptation Theory
The theory of organizational adaptation explains why
and how firms react to environmental change. This
change can consist of new legislation, a changing
economic environment or a merger with a different
company. Organizations can deal with these kind of
changes by for example transforming procedures or
structures (Purna, 2017).
3.2.1 Toyota Production System and Lean Manufacturing
The Toyota Production System (TPS) was developed between 1948 and 1975 by the Toyoda
family who established the Toyota company. At that time the car industry was mainly
dominated by American companies and in order to compete, the small Toyota company had
to, among other things, reduce waste and introduce the Just-In-Time principle in order to
stretch their limited resources of capital and equipment. So it introduced the Toyota Production
System (Kazuo and Ichijo, 2008). TPS is a waste conscientious manufacturing method
developed and used by the Toyota Motorcar Company, known today as the Lean
manufacturing system (LM). This system turned out to be very resilient in the oil crisis of 1973,
which lead to the cooperation of General Motors and Toyota in 1984 (Adler, Goldoftas and
Levine, 1999). LM is characterized by just-in-time supplier relations, flexible mass production,
workers mobility, customer oriented flow of the production process and continuous
improvement (Kaizen). Lean manufacturing relies on two important principles, respect for
people, which emphasizes on forms of leadership that must be aligned with the values of
customers and waste reduction, and continuous improvement, which focuses on improving
quality and productivity through practices and techniques (Fuchs 2007).
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Although the production system of Toyota is often described as a successful and smooth
process, it actually encountered many problems a decade after its introduction. In the 90’s,
major problems occurred at Toyota such as costly new product development, employee
dissatisfaction and low profitability. To overcome these hurdles, Toyota analysed its market
position, improved its overall production system, and restructured the organization with new
defined strategies (Fuchs, 2007). They made gradual improvements in quality and
manufacturing. An example of this is that the product development cycle started with an intense
research of the market and existing trends, then a new product development department was
created which designed the new car model based on the found information about the new
market and its customers preferences. Then a project manager was assigned to the new
product and was responsible for different divisions (engineering for body, chassis, design,
product testing and power and electronics) (Fujimoto, 1999). These gradual improvements
were necessary because of technological developments of the environment, which became
more complex and advanced.

3.2.2 Toyota Environmental Challenge 2050
A more recent development in Toyota’s environment is global warming. By setting up ‘Toyota
Environmental Challenge 2050’ goals, Toyota wishes to achieve not just having a zero
environmental impact but actually help with reducing the effects of global warming and have a
net positive impact. The environmental challenge consists of six goals variating from tackling
climate change to resource and water recycling (Environment Report 2017, Toyota.com). One
of the six specific goals is trying to contribute to a recycling-based society, challenge 5. This
goal will be further explained to give an example of how Toyota is trying to achieve its
environmental goals, it also is a good example for understanding Toyota’s mind-set. Challenge
5 focuses on the usage of sustainable materials and attempts to make waste a thing of the
past, which is key in Lean Manufacturing that Toyota is implementing for almost 40 years.
Toyota came up with three actions that fit this particular contemporary challenge and should
help to avoid exploitation and depletion of natural resources and stop pollution of the
environment from unsustainable patterns of consumption.
-

The first action is conserving natural resources and is implemented through an
increased use of sustainable materials that are recycled, renewable or recyclable,
which is an exploitative activity. Toyota also attempts to extend the lifetime of batteries
and other parts of their cars, which requires new knowledge and innovation and is
therefore an explorative activity that embraces necessary disruptions (a trait). These
measures aid in preserving the environment, reduce the ecological footprint of Toyota
vehicles, preventing the loss of biodiversity, habitat destruction and pollution.

-

The second action, eliminating waste disposal, entails the continuation of the focus on
the 3R’s; reducing waste at the source, recycling and reusing. Toyota wishes to help
alleviate the demand for natural resources and prevent the waste from being
incinerated or dumped in a landfill by using less materials and recycle more. This action
builds upon already existing knowledge and is therefore an exploitative activity used in
the trait clear model for renewal, here a clear model for eliminating waste disposal.

-

Through sharing their know-how, Toyota is passing their vision on to stakeholders and
suppliers, this bottom-up knowledge flow is a characteristic for explorative activities.
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This third action tries to engage others in establishing a recycling-based society. A key
factor is educating local communities in proper ways of recycling, reuse and the
importance of waste management practices. Toyota also assist their dealers and
suppliers in improving their programs for sustainable materials (Environment Report
2017, Toyota.com). This is linked to the trait embracing necessary disruptions because
in order to learn proper ways of recycling, old habits might need to be replaced by new
ones.
The attempt of Toyota to contribute to the establishment of a waste-free society can be seen
as a reaction to the changing environment and is therefore linked to organizational adaptation
theory. It is hard to tell exactly to what extent these actions are ambidextrous, since they are
challenges and not actual data of what and how Toyota implemented them. But analysing the
actions that Toyota is willing to take from an organizational adaptation theory view, there are
in fact ambidexterity traits visible.
3.2.3 Adjacent traits and ambidexterity
Organizational adaptation theory is a lens to look at the traits clear model for renewal and
embracing necessary disruptions. These traits can be found in Toyota when looking at its ability
to adapt to a changing environment. Toyota deals with global warming by setting up a clear
model for renewal which states how it is going to address the challenges of recycling and
reusing. Embracing necessary disruptions is a trait that is not stated clearly in literature. To
make TPS and LM work, this trait might be very helpful, but it is not explicitly stated that to
implement these concepts, old practices where removed or any disruptions were made. This
makes it very hard to say whether ambidexterity took place when implementing a clear model
for renewal and embracing necessary disruptions.

3.3 Strategic Management
Strategic management is a very broad theoretical lens
that describes the ongoing process of improving
corporate strategies and setting up goals which are
frequently revised. The goals and strategies are
adjusted to the evaluation of competitors and the
organization’s market environment. When strategic
management is linked to ambidexterity two types of
management process theories can be distinguished. Here the terminology of Raisch and
Birkinshaw is used (2008), namely induced strategic processes, linked to exploitation, and
autonomous strategic processes, linked to exploration. Induced processes entail building on
already existing knowledge and strategies, while autonomous strategies build on fabricating
new competencies and strategies (Burns & Stalker, 1961). These different kind of strategies
can be found in Toyota literature and a selection of this occurrence is described below.
3.3.1 Toyota’s three stages of global production
According to Ichijo and Kohlbacher (2008), Toyota initially only produced cars in Japan and
exported them to other countries in order to maintain the high level of quality and customer
trust. With having an outside-in focus and skilled leadership based solution capacities, Toyota
then developed their second stage of manufacturing model due to several developments. First
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of all, Toyota started exporting more, as the demand for their products rose. Secondly there
were tax benefits and lower shipping costs if Toyota started producing outside of Japan.
Toyota changed their strategy and started to produce where the market is, and needed to
adjust their product to the local customers. This strategy can be categorized as autonomous
strategic processes, since activities take a more explorative direction and new strategies and
competencies are built. The strategy of setting op new producing plants in countries where the
product actually was sold, was especially fruitful for markets like North America and Europe,
due to the production overhead could be justified by high volume of sales. In upcoming markets
however, like Brazil, Russia, India and China (BRIC), local demand fluctuates and is very
different from Japan, Europe and the US, this led to a strategic challenge. In upcoming
markets, Toyota used a more induced strategic approach, since it builds on already existing
knowledge and is therefore linked to exploitation. It used Japanese designers and engineers
in these BRIC countries which led to the problem that these reliant Japanese workers did not
understand the needs of the upcoming market and the local taste. Toyota then put this matter
high on their priority list.
To overcome this strategic problem, Toyota introduced their third stage of the manufacturing
model. This stage solved the problem in emerging markets by implementing a global supply
and production network that will deal with local production markets in an efficient and effective
way. This led to the introduction of the ‘Innovative International Multi-purpose Vehicles (IMV)
project in 2004 which’ goal was to improve the self-reliance of production plants outside Japan
through both understanding common and local needs. Besides the BRIC countries, Toyota
then also entered markets like Thailand, Indonesia, South Africa and Argentina. Besides
paying attention to local needs, the company also tries to achieve waste reduction and efficient
use of resources in the entire world which leads to lower product prices and higher quality
(Ichijo, Kohlbacher, 2008).
3.3.2 Cooperation of Toyota and Peugeot Citroën Automobile (TPCA)
In 2002 Toyota and Peugeot Citroën Automobile announced an international joint venture,
named TPCA. This venture led to the establishment of a production plant in Czech Republic
and employs 3000 people. The goal of this venture was dealing with the changing customer
needs of the European market, which shifted to smaller compact vehicles. Working together to
create new knowledge is an explorative activity. This collaboration led to a whole new breed
of cars, namely a modern and technologically advanced car, which was yet small and for sale
at a low price. The models produced were Citroën C1, Peugeot 107 and the Toyota Aygo and
the production process was jointly developed. This collaboration led to great competitor
advantage since the companies were able to deliver a product which was lower priced than
other cars in the same segment, had high safety performance and were less stressful for the
environment, since they are fuel efficient.
The joint venture kept the production system of Toyota and used the knowledge of the
European market of Peugeot and Citroën and its strategy had the goal of creating economies
of scale. New joint ideas and knowledge co-creation where are an effect of this mutual learning.
Toyota followed its strategy ‘learn local, act global’ by learning from the French companies and
feeding back this new knowledge to headquarters and providing it to other sub-units (Ichijo,
Kohlbacher, 2008). This strategy is linked to the outside-in focus trait and is an explorative
activity because Toyota took a step back and learned new knowledge which was then used to
give feedback. ‘‘Thus this strategy goes far beyond mere local customization and cross-country
collaboration as it is about a systematic and continuous way of leveraging local and global
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knowledge and about co creating new knowledge with a variety of local and global partners
(including competitors)’’ (Ichijo, Kohlbacher, 2008 p. 181).
3.3.3 Adjacent traits and ambidexterity
The traits that are linked to strategic management theory are contextual solution capacities,
leadership based solution capacities, outside-in focus and embracing necessary disruptions.
Toyota has evolved its global production, which was initiated by management and this shows
that the trait leadership based solution capacities is very important. Management implemented
ambidexterity by taking a more explorative direction when forming new strategies and finding
out new customer preferences, and used exploitative activities to use its gained knowledge for
other markets and cooperatives. If for example management merely focussed on making profit
and continuing operations, ambidexterity would not be achieved. In Toyota literature
concerning strategic management, the trait outside-in focus seems very important for creating
new knowledge for entering new markets. By feeding back gained knowledge from one division
to another, explorative actions will facilitate exploitative actions and therefore this trait enables
ambidexterity. However, this trait could also just consist of exploration activities and not
stimulate ambidexterity, since exploitation would miss.

3.4 Organizational Design
Organizational design theory is about how a firm is
structured and the trade-off between the implementation
of mechanistic (exploitation) and organic (exploration)
structures. Mechanistic structures are characterized by
standardization, centralization and hierarchy, organic
structures are dominated by high levels of
decentralization and autonomy. Literature about Toyota
shows the appearance of the different organizational
designs as follows.
3.4.1 Muda, Mura, Muri
A key component of Toyota’s structure is lean manufacturing, which relies on waste reduction
and is based on three pillars; Muda, Mura and Muri. These Japanese words stand for the
concepts waste, unevenness and overburden. By using the ‘Just in Time’ principle, Toyota
deals with waste by preventing it through delivering components when, where and in the
required quantity. Greater efficiency is created since it eliminates the hazards of damage, loss
and stockpiling. Unevenness entails the issues of quality control and enables Toyota to deliver
high reliability and quality cars to their customers (Unknown, 2006). This can be categorized
as a mechanistic structure since it is characterized by standardization and centralization
and focuses on efficiency and is therefore linked to exploitation and the trait structural
solution capacities.
3.4.2 Changeover Mechanisms
Adler, Goldoftas and Levine (1999) studied a production plant of Toyota and General Motors
in the US, named NUMMI, which was under supervision of Toyota. The joint venture led to a
production which was more efficient, had a higher quality and had a more flexible model
change. They found four approaches to implementing the trade-off of ambidexterity in
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organizational mechanisms and designs; ‘’meta-routines, systemize the creative process, job
enrichment, enables workers to become more innovative, switching, differentiates roles for
dealing with the two kinds of tasks, and partitioning, differentiates structures for dealing with
each kind of role’’ (Adler, Goldoftas, Levine 1999 p.45). In the figure below the changeover
mechanisms between exploration and exploitation are categorized in different shifting
mechanisms.

Figure 3.1 Ambidexterity Trade-off in NUMMI.
Used from Adler, Goldoftas, Levine (1999).

Adler et al. (1999) found more meta-routines in NUMMI than in the other three largest car
companies of the US (GM, Ford and Fiat Chrysler) that helped in improving performance and
increasing efficiency in new routine activities. The so called changeover mechanisms that they
found included standardized problem-solving procedures which enabled kaizen (continuous
improvement) in regular production. NUMMI also used a Pilot Team which guided interactions
with suppliers and was facilitated by the accumulated knowledge of the changeover. This team
designed new production processes, educated line-workers for their new tasks and suggested
changes in design. To improve changeover management from one project to another, a
structured reflection-review procedure was set up (Adler, Goldoftas, Levine 1999). All these
activities are standardized procedures for changing or creating routines. This structure can
therefore be seen as mechanistic and exploitative and depicts the traits clear model for renewal
and structural solution capacities.
In the enrichment shifting mechanism kaizen is especially important. In order to continuously
improve, NUMMI adds new tasks to routine tasks by giving employees and suppliers a lot of
responsibility. Workers were for example supported in checking the high quality of the product
and pull the emergency cord to signal problems. Employees were also encouraged in
suggesting improvements or solutions. NUMMI had no job design engineering department,
instead workers were able to actively participate in the design of their job (Adler, Goldoftas,
Levine 1999). These structures are dominated by high levels of decentralization and autonomy
and are therefore classified as organic structures and linked to exploration. Management of
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NUMMI created a supportive context for enabling exploration activities which shows that
NUMMI mastered the contextual solution capacities trait.
Another trade-off shifting mechanism is switching and separates tasks in routine and nonroutine and switches employees accordingly. Employees not only developed ideas to improve
their tasks on the job, but they also had special Quality Circle meetings. They took part in the
Pilot Team and had to solve temporary assignments, where they helped identify problems and
improve opportunities (Adler, Goldoftas, Levine 1999). This structure can be seen as organic
and exploration structure, autonomy and decentralization are present here too.
The forth way NUMMI shifted from exploration to exploitation, and vice versa, was through
partitioning. The organization created new partitions and eliminated dysfunctional ones and
improved coordination integrations between them. For example, a whole department was
closed, the specialized methods engineering department, and job methods were determined
by de employees who executed it. Across existing partitions, responsibilities were assigned to
different employees and suppliers were more actively involved (Adler, Goldoftas, Levine 1999).
This structure is because of this an organic structure and linked to exploration. Partitioning is
part of the structural solution capacities trait because the organization was structured in such
a way that that exploration and exploitation activities could take place simultaneously.
‘’These mechanisms had distinct but mutually reinforcing trade off-shifting benefits. Metaroutines increased the efficiency of a given level of flexibility. Meta-routines also indirectly
encouraged greater flexibility by facilitating the identification of anomalies whose resolution
represented opportunities to further increase flexibility. The direct effect of the remaining three
mechanisms was to increase the organization's innovation capabilities and thereby its
flexibility. They also indirectly encouraged greater efficiency when these innovation capabilities
were directed at improving ongoing operations’’ (Adler, Goldoftas, Levine 1999 p. 51).
3.4.3 Adjacent traits and ambidexterity
Organizational design theory is linked to the traits contextual solution capacities, structural
solution capacities and clear model for renewal. Toyota literature about this theory
demonstrates that having good structural solutions are needed for the implementation of
ambidexterity. In the NUMMI production plant, several ways were explained on how Toyota
shifted between exploration and exploitation and thus enabled ambidexterity. According to
chapter 1, the contextual ambidexterity approach is taken as a baseline in this thesis and not
all trade-off mechanisms fit that approach. Switching and partitioning are considered less
ambidextrous because exploration and exploitation activities are not executed simultaneously.
So in this study Toyota can become even more ambidextrous by only using the trade-off
mechanisms metaroutines and enrichment in their structural solutions.
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3.5 Transactional & Transformational Leadership
This theoretical lens describes two types of leadership
associated
with
ambidexterity.
Transactional
leadership is linked to exploitation and entails
institutionalization, reinforcement or refinement of
existing knowledge and is focussed on leader-follower
exchanges and conditional reward. Transactional
leadership is especially suitable for environments that
are predictable and stable and for the more mature company. Transformational leadership is
linked to exploration and builds on the inspiration and motivation of employees, individualized
consideration, inspirational motivation and intellectual stimulation. Transformational leadership
suits best for uncertain or turbulent markets, relatively poor organizational performance and
periods of organizational renewal and inception (Baškarada et al. 2016).
3.5.1 Kaizen
Kaizen can be defined as ‘‘a continuous improvement concept that stresses the need to
enhance the operation environment in the company and epitomizes the mobilization of the
workforce’’ (Chan and Tay, 2018, p. 48). Kaizen is used by Toyota since its establishment.
Implementation of lean manufacturing requires companies to fundamentally change their
managerial systems at both socio-, technical- and cultural aspects (Tortorella 2017). The
Kaizen concept lets employees contribute to the development of the company they work for by
letting them free in the way they fulfil their tasks and actively suggest improvements to the
management, they do not have to strictly follow certain methods. This is something Toyota
implements at different levels of the organization (Chan and Tay, 2018) and is linked to
exploration activities, the contextual solution capacities and the leadership based solution
capacities trait.. Toyota expects a lot from their employees and a key factor in quality
monitoring is the amount of responsibility employees are given. They are expected to treat
every coworker in the production line as the customer and produce nothing less than
perfect (Unknown, 2006). This is a great example of transformational leadership.
Employees are very free and autonomous and receive big responsibilities, the
organization is not based on hierarchy and individuals are considered, inspired and
stimulated.
3.5.2 Bureaucracy in NUMMI
Adler et al. (1999) found in their study about NUMMI, a joint venture of Toyota in the US
a very bureaucratic form of leadership, in the technical sense of the term. Daily operations
were characterized by standardized work and detailed formal procedures aided daily
activities. Extensive formalization and standardization was wat even the slightest fo rm of
flexibility relied on. ‘’Mixed-model production standardized Job Instruction training and
detailed standardized work charts, quality circles used a standardized problem solving
process, work teams were of the traditional rather than the self -directed type’’ (Adler,
Goldoftas, Levine 1999 p. 53). This can be seen as transactional leadership and
exploitation were is being focused on leader-follower exchanges and employees are not
supported in making improvements and decisions themselves. However employees
actively helped in defining work methods, the changes were made by management and
engineering. Also extensive was horizontal and vertical differentiation. The findings of
Adler et al. suggest that NUMMI had a very hierarchical structure with six levels between
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the CEO and the worker. This was actually almost the same for General Motors in
Fremont, however NUMMI was led by Toyota and they typically have a different vision.
The paradox is that this type of leadership led to high levels of commitment and motivation
of the workforce. This was a result of the two-yearly survey that was taken. Reasons for
this are that workers participated in adjusting the formalized procedures and in fine-tuning
them overtime. Instead of seeing leaning away from procedures as a threat to authority,
this was considered as an opportunity to learn. Another reason for this is that lower-level
managers were encouraged to create a participative culture instead of an autocratic one,
this was stimulated by top managements values and the union’s power. ‘’ An extensive
system of formal controls was buttressed and complemented by extensive informal
controls, and both formal and informal controls were to a large measure joint rather than
imposed, insofar as their design and functioning were strongly influenced by employee s
and by the union’’ ( Adler, Goldoftas, Levine 1999 p. 54). This is an example of the
presence of the leadership based solution capacities because managers facilitated the
trade-off.
3.5.3 Transformational Leadership In Toyota’s Joint Venture With Peugeot & Citroën
Ichijo and Kohlbacher (2008) find in their case about the cooperation of Toyota and Peugeot
& Citroën ‘front-line management’ which describes a form of management ‘’were the workplace
is recognized and valued as the centre of knowledge creation and in which knowledge-creation
resources and processes are concentrated at the front line of the company’’ (p. 181) which is
a typical case of exploration activities. They also find that Toyota engages in ‘knowledgebased marketing’, a knowledge management approach to marketing that supports gaining and
maintaining competitive advantage through focusing on both the exploration and exploitation
of marketing knowledge (Ichijo and Kohlbacher 2008). This is an example of transformational
leadership since the workplace and its employees are seen as the centre of the organization.
And taken the environment into account, an uncertain market, this leadership seems to be the
best fit.
3.5.4 Adjacent traits and ambidexterity
Transactional and transformational leadership theory is linked to the traits leadership based
solution capacities and is present at Toyota. This trait enables ambidexterity at Toyota by
competent leadership that was encouraged to create a participative culture where employees
and managers embraced change and there was room for improvement. The workforce not only
focussed on working efficiently, but also on exploring the opportunities of improvements.
Incompetent management could hamper the success of companies wanting to become
ambidextrous. For example when leadership has only eyes for targets and goals related to
profit instead of performance development.
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4. Conclusion and Discussion
This study made efforts to find out what characterizes ambidextrous companies which can be
seen as traits. After a literature study was executed to state ambidexterity traits, organizational
theory was sought for to clarify these traits and to give them more context. After which a
framework was constructed and a case was introduced to find out in what manner the theories
are visible in Toyota literature. This chapter aims to examine the meaning of the previous
findings.

4.1 Summary of Findings
In this study organizational ambidexterity is defined as the continuous trade-off between being
aligned and efficient at all levels of the organization which is supported by managers through
creating an organizational context where explorative and exploitative activities take place.

4.2 Ambidexterity Traits
The traits found in this article are a combination of traits found by different studies with different
backgrounds. First of all, the study by Haanaes et al. (2018) led to the traits: outside-in focus,
embracing necessary disruptions and clear model for renewal. Haanaes et al. published this
article very recently but they derived these traits from practice. The study was not performed
by academics but from professionals from the field, commissioned by the Boston Consultancy
Group. They also don’t release a lot of information about their research methods. Though their
findings are incorporated in this study since the outcomes are the result of a big sample of
organizations, and Boston Consultancy Group is a large firm with a lot of resources to execute
their studies precise and thorough. In addition, the article was not undermined by peers.
The following article used for establishing ambidexterity traits is about antecedents for initiating
ambidexterity by Raisch and Birkinshaw (2008). In this literature review different key terms of
antecedents where summarised. Which are in this study seen as traits and are constituted as:
structural solutions, contextual solutions and leadership based solutions. This study was used
because it uses very clear and overarching terms that are based on many scholars. However,
the study entailed also environmental factors, other moderators and performance outcomes,
which are all excluded from this research. The reason for this is that the objective is to only
find ambidexterity traits, and theoretical lenses to give them more context. Although for
example environmental factors and moderators do have an effect on the organization’s
ambidexterity, it does not explain what characteristics an organization should have. The article
from Raisch and Birkinshaw (2008) does introduce theories which they found in literature that
are different contexts, theoretical strands, in which ambidexterity could be positioned. In this
study they are used as theoretical lenses.
The six combined concepts from these two studies are established as ambidexterity traits in
this thesis. However, a third angle is introduced, a list of pillars that enable ambidexterity, put
together by Nieto-Rodriguez (2014), who is also not an academic, but an expert in the field of
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organizational management. The reason for including this article is that this thesis aims to give
the most complete picture as possible of all the ambidexterity traits out there and include
terminology and concepts from the business world, which give the other traits more depth and
better understanding. After further investigation, it turned out that the six pillars overlap the
traits already found and are therefore not listed in the final ambidexterity traits. The correlation
between Nieto-Rodriguez’ pillars and the traits used in this thesis is shown in figure 1.3 and
explained in chapter 1.
4.2.1 Conclusions of chapter 1
In conclusion these are the six organizational ambidexterity traits found: outside-in focus,
embracing necessary disruptions, clear model for renewal, structural solution capacities,
contextual solution capacities and leadership based solution capacities. However, one might
argue that there is still some overlap in these traits. Leadership based solution capacities for
example might also include an outside-in focus to a certain extent, since leadership initiates
this. Chapter one however explains that all of the traits are approached from a different angle,
and are therefore not interpreted in the same way. So overlap is kept at a minimum.

4.3 Theoretical Concepts
Chapter two aids in giving the traits context by presenting theories which can be seen as
ambidexterity lenses. The starting point were the ambidexterity contexts presented by Raisch
and Birkinshaw (2008); organizational learning, technological innovation, organizational
adaptation, strategic management and organizational design. As you might remember,
technological innovation is a context that never made it into this thesis. Due to its technical
approach to ambidexterity it is excluded, the other theoretical concepts are more linked to
organizational theory and ambidexterity, and are therefore included.
Organizational learning gives context to the traits contextual solution capacities and leadership
based solution capacities. Thanks to the ground breaking research of March (1991), research
tended to focus on the link between exploration and exploitation and organizational learning.
Since then, many terms for two types of learning have been distinguished; second-order versus
first-order learning (Vera and Crossan, 2004), business learning versus strategic learning (Yan
et al., 2016) and double-loop versus single-loop learning (Raisch and Birkinshaw, 2008). In
early stages of this research topic, it was believed that exploitation activities were only reusing
existing knowledge and therefore linked organizational learning only to exploration activities.
This study kept the terminology of single- and double-loop learning since literature tended to
use these concepts the most, and an aim of this research is to shed light and clarity on
ambidexterity, instead of making it more complicated by using less recent and known key
words. Although organizational learning is interpreted here as a theory that explains only two
ambidexterity traits one could argue of course that organizational learning is also linked to traits
such as a clear model for renewal or outside-in focus. In this study theory was sought for that
could explain each trait best, and simply put, it is believed here that there are theories that
better fit the other traits.
Organizational adaptation theory describes how organizations deal with environmental
change, such as new legislation or a changing economic environment, and how they adapt
(Purna, 2017). However this theory might look like it resembles organizational learning, it
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actually emphasizes more on change trough transformation, rather than single- and doubleloop learning and the improvement of operational and strategic knowledge. This theory was
also presented by Raisch and Birkinshaw (2008) and incorporated into this study to help
contextualize the traits embracing necessary disruptions and clear model for renewal. This
theory could also be linked to leadership based solution capacities since the adaptation of the
organization is set in motion by the management, but here is chosen to give that trait more
context through other theoretical lenses (e.g. organizational learning, transactional- and
transformational leadership and strategic management).
Strategic management theory describes the ongoing process of evaluating the organization’s
environment, its competitors and own strategic performances and sets up goals and strategies
accordingly (Juneja, 2018). Burgelman (2002) links induced strategic processes to exploitation
and autonomous strategy processes to exploration. These two kinds of strategic management
processes are also presented in other literature under different names, such as static
efficiency, competence leveraging and selective strategic actions versus dynamic efficiency,
competence building and adaptive strategic actions (Ghemawat and Ricart i Costa, (1993);
Sanchez, Heene and Thomas, (1996); Volberda, Baden-Fuller and Van den Bosch, (2001)).
The latter terms are not used in this study since Burgelman’s study is the most recent. The
strategic management lens is linked to the traits: outside-in focus, embracing necessary
disruptions, contextual solution capacities and leadership based solution capacities.
Organizational design theory describes how an organization is structured during the
implementation of exploration and exploitation. Besides the findings of Raisch and Birkinshaw
(2008), literature about this theory is rather dated. Burns and Stalker (1961) introduced in their
seminal scholar mechanistic structures, which are linked to exploitation, and organic
structures, linked to exploration. Following research emphasizes the importance of the
company’s ability to implement these structures simultaneously (Duncan, 1976; Raisch and
Birkinshaw, 2008). This theoretical lens can be linked to the ambidexterity traits: structural
solution capacities, contextual solution capacities and clear model for renewal.
Transactional and transformational leadership theory gives context to the leadership solution
capacities trait and is divided in two parts. Transactional leadership is focused on leaderfollower exchanges and characterized by exception and conditional reward, whereas
transformational leadership is based on the inspiration and motivation of followers and
characterized by consideration and intellectual stimulation (Baškarada et al., 2016). Although
this article is very recent and relevant, only two articles are used to present this theory and to
link it to a trait. The other article, by Vera and Crossan (2004) is less recent but explains exactly
which type of leadership is linked to which part of ambidexterity. Baškarada et al. (2016) also
found leadership attributes for both parts of leadership and ambidexterity, which help when
analysing literature in the Toyota case. Raisch and Birkinshaw (2008) did not present this
theory as ambidexterity context, but is included in this thesis since it is thought to best give
context to the leadership based solution capacity trait. This is because both types of leadership
fit both parts of ambidexterity like a glove, and aid in giving context.
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4.4 Framework of Ambidexterity Traits
In chapter one and two, frameworks are presented to give the literature found more clarity and
context. The first framework (figure 1.2) shows the relation between key terms used in different
ambidexterity scholars. This framework aids in understanding exploration and exploitation
within an organization and creates unity in key terms and concepts. It is based on literature
written by academics and field experts which leads to an overarching framework.
The second framework (figure 2.1) depicts the correlation of the traits found and their adjacent
theories. Chapter two links every theory to one or multiple traits, but the framework can also
be used the other way around. Starting in the middle, at ambidexterity, one can see what
organizational traits are linked to this. Taking a step more out of the centre, theories that give
context to the trait are overlapping the trait-bubble. Although this framework gives a better
picture of the statements made in this thesis, it is harder to generalize it over all theories linked
to ambidexterity. Organizational literature knows more theoretical lenses then the five depicted
here. But here they are chosen with a specific goal, to give the traits found more clarity and
context. Another point could be made about the theoretical lenses touching the trait-bubbles.
As discussed earlier, there is chosen to link certain theories to certain traits, but academics
with different backgrounds or insights might not agree with these choices and link them
differently.
4.4.1 Conclusions of chapter 2
In conclusion, ambidexterity traits can be explained and contextualized by adjacent
organizational theories. Theories that best fit the ambidexterity traits found are: organizational
learning, organizational adaptation, strategic management, organizational design and
transactional and transformational leadership. Chapter 2 aims to research to what extent
ambidexterity traits can be contextualized by adjacent theoretical concepts and looks at how a
theoretical framework would be composed. Results show that the traits found in the previous
chapter can be approached and clarified by the organizational theories shown above. There is
a lot of theory to be found in literature, but here the concepts that fit most traits best, are
selected. Of course there are many other theories that can be linked to the traits found, but are
disregarded due to their lack of congruity with this study or their ability to make things even
more complex. So ambidexterity traits can be contextualized in a moderate to high extent by
organizational theories.
Chapter 2 also shows a framework that depicts the correlation of organizational ambidexterity
and its traits, and their adjacent theories. Here is chosen for a bubble visualization to show that
one theory can be linked to multiple traits and this is chosen as the way to construct a
theoretical framework.

4.5 The Toyota case
In the third chapter a Toyota case is presented to help find out to what extent ambidextrous
traits are reflected in practice. This case is set up through a literature study where the presence
of organizational theories was researched. For each theory, activities within Toyota where
linked, explained and defended. The conclusion of this chapter is that ambidexterity traits and
adjacent theories are in fact reflected in practice. But in the case of Toyota, not to a very high
extent. Organizational literature about Toyota is often very dated. This is due to the fact that
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the company had break-through organizational innovations in the previous century. The
famous Toyota Production System was developed from 1948 until 1975 and was very modern
for its time since it not only focused on the quality of the product, but also on the management
of waste and the use of human resources. Toyota started to grow as a brand in Europe since
the 1990’s, due to the introduction of multiple new models and entering the New York and
London stock markets, which led to more organizational literature (Adler, Goldoftas, Levine,
1999; Fujimoto, 1999; ). More recent studies try to learn from the Toyota way and implement
it in different fields (Chan, Tay, 2018; Fuchs, 2007; Ichijo, Kohlbacher, 2008). Literate that was
excluded in this study entailed research about the big product recalls around 2009 and 2012.
The articles found concerning these events where merely focused on the production system,
and less focused on organizational theories. Besides the recentness of the literature used, it
is also hard to build a case upon knowledge from all over the world. For example Ichijo and
Kohlbacher (2008) used data from Japan, France and the Czech Republic, whereas Adler,
Goldoftas and Levine (1999) use data from the US. Although other scholars use their
background information from all over the world, it is hard to examine to what extent this has
effect on this thesis.
4.5.1 Conclusions of chapter 3
To answer the sub question of chapter 3: it is possible to recognize the theoretical concepts
found in Toyota literature to a moderate extent. Because for each theory only one or two
scholars were found that are relevant for answering this sub question. Moreover, organizational
adaptation theory does not has its own article to explain ambidexterity in Toyota by this theory,
but is amongst other things addressed by the information of an environmental report. To give
more examples of how Toyota implements ambidexterity, having more literature about Toyota
would be helpful. It is also hard to specialize on only one aspect of Toyota, for example Toyota
Europe, and recognize theories in literate about that Toyota unit, since there is not enough
literature to build a case upon only one unit or branch. However, this study combined Toyota
literature from all over the world and from different moments of history, and managed to find
the presented theories to a moderate.
But to what extent is it possible to recognize ambidexterity in the Toyota case? The results
from chapter 1 that state two different forms of ambidexterity, structural and contextual, can be
linked to the Toyota case too. This study found implementation of both. For example in the
NUMMI production plant situated in the USA, structural ambidexterity was used to create
partitions within the organization which were focusing on either exploration or exploitation
activities and then switched over time. In this same production plant, tasks where highly
standardized and formalized, there was hardly any room for flexibility. There were merely
leader-follower exchanges so employees where not encouraged to make improvements or
decisions themselves. This can be seen as structural ambidexterity since employees are not
autonomous and have clear instructions, their work activities were either of the exploration or
exploitation kind. Since this study takes a contextual view of ambidexterity, Toyota is not
considered fully ambidextrous. If Toyota would not use the trade-off mechanisms partitioning
and switching, which are linked to structural ambidexterity, Toyota would be categorized at a
higher level of ambidexterity here.
Contextual ambidexterity was found in the Toyota case in activities like creating knowledge
about customer and market preferences through single-loop- and double-loop learning. These
learning activities are linked to exploitation and exploration and therefore to ambidexterity.
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Particular important traits that were found in Toyota literature are leadership based solution
capacities, outside-in focus and structural solution capacities. Evidence of the presence of
these traits and their way of implementation in Toyota was found. Examples of these traits for
exploration and exploitation activities were presented. However, it was difficult to explain how
Toyota manages the traits clear model for renewal and embracing necessary disruptions and
how exploration and exploitation are linked to these traits. Literature and Toyota’s web medium
did not elaborate on this.
So does this scholar agrees with the findings of Haanaes et al. (2018) that Toyota indeed
belongs to the 2%? I believe that the percentage of companies that are fully contextual
ambidextrous are even less than 2%, since it is not possible to recognize all ambidexterity
traits and their adjacent theoretical concepts to a high extent in the Toyota case. So Toyota
does not belong to the very small percentage of the world’s contextual ambidextrous
organizations.

4.6 Answering the research question
To what extent are the traits that go beyond the strategic level and are associated with
ambidextrous companies, covered by theory and reflected in practice?
● Besides the traits found by Haanaes et al.(2018), what other traits are found within
ambidextrous companies?
● To what extent can these traits be contextualized up by adjacent theoretical concepts?
● How does a comprehensive theoretical framework look like?
● A Toyota case; to what extent is it possible to recognize these concepts within Toyota?
The research question leads to a study of finding a coverage of ambidexterity traits in theory
and reflection practice. The summary above of the results found lead to the conclusion that
ambidexterity traits are indeed reflected in theory and practice to a moderate extent. Raisch
and Birkinshaw (2008) found many studies where ambidexterity was researched, and this
study conducted traits out of their analysis, together with research from field experts, traits
where found in literature. In practice, the Toyota case, organizational theories linked to
ambidexterity traits where found to a moderate extent.

4.7 Theoretical implications
This study provides insights in the relationship of ambidexterity traits and organizational theory.
In addition, one of the results of this thesis it that it leads to a more tangible understanding of
ambidexterity. The ‘bubble’ framework uses already existing concepts and theories, such as
organizational learning and transactional and transformational leadership, but specifies their
boundaries at the level of a multinational automotive firm. There is a need for this framework
because it can be used as a mean to identify and define future research problems and give
the used theories new interpretations and meaning, since they have never been linked to these
ambidexterity traits before. Another function of this framework could be that it can inform and
guide future research and may even improve professional practice. This framework could incite
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other researchers in digging deeper into the theories and ambidexterity traits, and link them to
their own field of expertise.

4.8 Practical implications
This thesis has besides theoretical contributions, also multiple implications for organizational
professionals and practitioners. First of all, it aids in assessing which type of ambidexterity an
organization wishes to implement. By assessing the firm’s environment, management could
engage more in structural or contextual ambidexterity, and choose one of the four approaches
that suits their organization best. Secondly, this study presents six ambidexterity traits which
are considered vital when trying to become a full contextual ambidextrous organization. Which
is often the best approach since most companies deal with an extremely divers and dynamic
environment (Raisch and Birkinshaw, 2008). The third practical implication entails the
theoretical lenses that contextualize the traits. These help in interpreting ambidexterity traits
and give footholds when one is implementing them. For example, organizational learning is
linked to leadership based solution capacities and explains how the two types of leadership
processes can be executed from a single-loop and double-loop learning perspective.
Practitioners can also learn from the Toyota case, as it sets examples for how the theoretical
lenses are implemented in a multinational company. This concrete knowledge can be
implemented in more markets and industries than just the automotive one. An example of this
is the fact that for organizational learning, Toyota lets their workers be very autonomous and
does not have a certain format for the work that should be done. Instead, workers and
employees can adjust their job description over time as they learn from the work they do and
the focus groups they are in, with co-workers and managers (Fuchs, 2007).
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5. Limitations
Although this research attempts to be thorough, it still has its limitations. First of all there were
constraints and practical limitations when data was being gathered. Initially, the aim was to
build a case upon self-gathered data for building the Toyota case. It turned out that this was
not feasible considering the time constraint of this study, this led to a case built upon literature.
Other studies that did gather data from Toyota, and were incorporated in this thesis,
researched different parts of Toyota. For example different countries, different moments in time
or different levels of the organization like production plants or R&D departments.
This makes it hard to call this case entirely complete, but other organizations can still learn
from Toyota’s (missing) ambidexterity applications. For the automotive industry the actions
Toyota made can be used to implement ambidexterity. Since they are easier to implement for
a company that also produces cars. There are however practices that could be used in other
fields, there are multiple studies that try to implement the lean principle in health care and
education (LeMahieu et al., 2017; Van Demark et al., 2018). Another principle that could be
used in other industries and organizations is the kaizen concept. This concept achieves
continuous improvement through enhancing the operational environment and human
resources. It is not just the automotive industry that could implement this concept, but every
organization could pursue continuous improvement.
Other findings that could be used in all kinds of organizations are the ambidexterity traits found.
The six traits where conducted from a scientific scholar and an article from field experts. This
means that it can be generalized in literature and in organizations. This thesis does not make
a distinction between ambidexterity traits for further research and for implementation in the
organizational field, nor the kind of organization that can implement these traits to become
ambidextrous. However, every organization deals with a different environment with different
levels of diversity and dynamism. This will lead to a different approach to ambidexterity and
therefore one trait might be more important than another.
Limitations of chapter two where theoretical lenses were presented is that choices needed to
be made when selecting theories. These choices where made with a certain vision and
background, namely giving the ambidexterity traits context from an organizational perspective.
One with a different background, interpretations or intentions might want to argue with the
theories in this study.
Due to the limitations of this research, further research is needed. The traits found could be
tested in more cases, preferably in ones built by actual data gathering from companies. This
way it is possible to check if the list of traits is complete and well-formulated. Further research
could also be done on finding different theories that contextualize the traits. Academics with
different backgrounds could use their vision to complement the framework or could adjust it so
it could be used in a different field than organizational studies.
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